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INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

MODEL SCG-4T 

SUBCARRIER GENERATOR 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Model SCG-4T SCA Subcarrier Generator is a modern, all 
solid-state instrument intended to develop a direct FM subcarrier 

for multiplexing FM transmitters with an additional sound channel. 

The unit complies with current FCC requirements for SCA service 

and features small size, all silicon JEDEC-registered semicon- 
ductors, extreme stability, excellent soun.d quality, and simplicity 
of operation. A front-panel meter indicates peak deviation. The 
number of controls has been reduced to the minimum needed for 
broadcast operation. The modulator incorporates standard 75 
microsecond pre-emphasis which is field-convertible to any 

desired curve. Automatic, all electronic muting of the sub- 
carrier in the absence of audio is incorporated. Plug -in circuit 
cards facilitate maintenance. An extension card is included in 
order that any printed card may be examined while the unit is 
in operation. The SCG-4T is completely prewired to enable its 
use in radio (wireless) remote control applications. 
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II. SPECIFICATIONS 

Type of Modulation. 

Frequency Range 

Center Frequency 

Frequency Stability 

Harmonic Content of Subcarrier 

FM%Ioise 

AM Noise 

Incidental Amplitude Modulation 

Deviation Capability 

Modulation Response 

Pre-emphasis 

Modulation Distortion 

Metering 
..; j 

,, -: 
Input Impedance 

Input Level 

Outptit Impedance 

Output Level 

Subcarrier Control 

Muting Delay 

Envelope Rise and Fall Times 

Operating Temperature Range 

Power Requirements : . 

Semiconductor Complement 

Size 

Weight’ 

Domestic Shipping Weight 

Direct FM (linearized V. C. 0. ) 

25 to 185 kHz (specify) 

Adjustable; factory preset to 
within 1 kHz of specified frequency 

*to. 5% of center frequency 

-Less than 1% 

Better than 65 dB down 

Better than 55 dB down 

Less than 5% peak 

*150/o of center frequency 

20 Hz to 15 kHz 

75 psec., other available on 

request 

Less than 1% ,with wideband demodulator 

Front-panel meter responds to peak 
audio level and is calibrated in dB 

boost, balanced 

-15 dBm to $10 dBm 

Less than 300 Q 

Adjustable up to 2. 5 volts rms 

On, off, or all-electronic muting 

0. 5 to 5 seconds 

70 milliseconds 

O’F to 150°F 

Approximately 10 watts, 120/240 
VAC, 50-60 Hz 

19 transistors, 17 diodes, all 

silicon types 

32” X 19” standard rack, S$” deep 

7 pounds 

12 pounds 
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III. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
. 

A block diagram of the SCG-4T is shown in drawing 92A 1011. - ” 

This diagram is laid out in much the same way as the actual - 

schematic diagram shown in drawing 91C 6360. The powe.r : ., 

supply is shown in drawing 91A 6183, and the three printed 
circuit boards are shown in drawings 20A 2091, 20A 2092, and 
2OA 2151. 

The audio input is applied to an input transformer and “then ‘to . 

the modulation level control. Transistors Ql through Q3 form< : 

an audio amplifier with built-in pre-emphasis. The output of 

this audio amplifier is applied to three circuits; the peak volt-“’ 

meter, the frequency-modulated oscillator, and the muting ,’ 

generator. 1. 

A selected amount df the audio voltage drives the peak voltmeter 
with transistors Q4 through Q6 and diodes CR1 through CR5. ’ 

The output of this metering circuit drives the front-panel meter 

which is calibrated in dB. Unlike a conventional VU meter, this 

front-panel meter is peak-sensitive. Further, an acceleration ,. 

component has been introduced in order that the meter responds 
quickly. As a result, the actual meter indication is seldom more 

than 2 dB below actual instantaneous peaks as viewed on an oscii- 
loscope. This meter responds to total modulation after pre-, 
emphasis. If subaudible telemetering tones are applied to the 

SCG-4T from a transmitter remote control unit, these tones also 
will appear on the meter. This meter should not be considered as 

a modulation monitor meter, but rather as a valuable addition to 
the SCA generator. 

The frequency-modulated oscillator develops a stable subcarrier 
oscillation. The frequency of oscillation is modulated by the 

incoming audio signal from the audio amplifier, I 

The oscillator runs at all times. Its output is lightly coupled. to.- 

the subcarrier gate formed by diodes CR10 and CRll. The out- 
put of this gate is amplified with transistors Q18 through Q20. 
Low-pass filtering of the subcarrier is employed in order that 
the output waveform is virtually sinusoidal. This filter is a 
wideband design to reduce high-frequency distortion in the 
modulating waveform. 
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A sample of the audio signal is amplified in the muting amplifier 

.Q7 and Q8. This audio signal is then detected with transistors 

Q9 and QlO in conjunction with diodes CR6 and CR7. The output 
of this detector is a DC voitage which then drives the gate con- 
trol using transistors Qll and Ql2. This circuit delivers output 
to the subcarrier gate, CR 10 and CR 11, turning the gate on when 

there is audio and turning the gate off when there is no audio. 
There is no middle ground. The rise time of the subcarrier 
envelope is always about 70 milliseconds when audio starts, and 
the fall time of the subcarrier envelope is always about 70 milli- 
seconds when audio stops. These envelope rise and fall times 
have been chosen to eliminate clicks and pops in the multiplex 
receiver when the subcarrier is muted on and off. 

The time lag between the disappearance of audio and the turn 

off of the subcarrier 9 adjustable with the front-panel control 
labeled MUTING DELAY. The subcarrier can be keyed almost 

at a syllabic rate, or it can be adjusted to hold on between 
musical selections. 

The audio frequency response of the muting amplifier, and so 
its s ens itivity , is shaped so as to respond only to normal pro- 

gram audio. As a result, subaudible switching tones or high- 

frequency noise will not hold the subcarrier on. 

The gate control also drives a pair of transistors Q13 and Q14 

which operate the front-panel lamps to indicate whether the 
subcarrier is on or off. Although the lamps derive their power 

from an unregulated voltage in the power supply, the lamp 
d.river transistors act as voltage regulators and maintain the lamp 
voltages at about 10 volts when they are turned on. The lamps 

are an extended-life type rated for 50, 000 hours of operation. 

The power supply is conventional except there is no on-off power 
switch. A full-wave bridge. rectifier and Zener regulator provide 

all power for the system. The power transformer primary can 

be’rewired in the field for operation on 240 VAC. 
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IV. INSTALLATION AND OPER.ATION 

The SCG-4T will normally be mounted in the transmitter exciter 
compartment. The power cord will be connected to any source 
of 120 volts. Audio input from the telephone line, line amplifier, 
or limiter is connected to the barrier strip on the rear of the 
device. The subcarrier output appears at both the front and 
rear of the unit. This has been done in order to facilitate 
incorporation of the SCG-4T into any type of multiplex transmitter 
in use today. , 

The unit may also be mounted externally to the transmitter, in, 
which case the output line to the transmitter’s exciter must be. 
carefully shielded. The line between the SCG-4T and the trans- 
mitter should have less than 3000 pf of capacity. 

When the unit is ready for operation, turn the SUBCARRIER con- 
trol switch to the ON position. This holds the subcarrier on 
regardless of whether or not there is audio modulation present, 
Then adjust the OUTPUT LEVEL control for the proper subcarrier 
injection into the FM exciter. This will require an FCC Type 
Approved SCA monitor, and the injection will generally be set at 
9% to 10% for stereo and 10% to 20% for stations transmitting a 
monaural program. The FREQUENCY ADJUST control can be 
used to set the unit exactly on frequency. 

Now apply audio modulation. Advance the MODULATION control 
until the SCG-4T front-panel deviation meter is peaking an indi- 
cated 0 dB. This will normally deviate the subcarrier the proper 
amount for currently available multiplex receivers. Present day 
SCA receivers are typically designed for 6 kHz maximum deviation. 
The peak-sensitive panel meter on the SCG-4T indicates the peak 
instantaneous deviation of the subcarrier, and is calibrated 
arbitrarily in dB. 

Switch the SUBCARRIER control switch to the AUTO MUTE posi- 
tion. Adjust the MUTING DELAY control so that the receivers 
handle the program as smoothly as possible. The MUTING 
DELAY control will smoothly adjust the time lag between disap- 
pearance of audio and muting of the subcarrier. For normal 
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background music applications the SUBCARRIER control switch 
should be left in the AUTO MUTE position. When relaying sig- 
nals which must not have any pops or thumps introduced by the 
multiplex receiver muting circuitry, as for example a network 
newscast, it is recommended that the subcarrier be left on at 
all times or else the muting time be set at maximum. 

When operating the main channel in a monaural mode, the fre- 
quency response of the audio going into the SCG-4T need not be 
restricted, and the allowable deviation will be dependent to some 
extent on the type of receiver in use. But when stereo is being 
transmitted, the deviation must be held down to 4 kHz on peaks, 
and the frequency response of the audio being applied to the SCG-4T 
must be rolled off rapidly above 5 kHz. This is mandatory in 
order that higher order, lower sideband energy does not penetrate 
the stereo information region which extends up to 53 kHz. A 

“5 kHz low-pass filter with mounting bracket is available for simple 
installation in the SCG-4T. Specify a 5 kHz Low-pass Filter, 
Type 2-1283, and mounting bracket for the SCG-4T. This filter 
is connected between the audio input barrier strip and the input 
transformer as shown on the SCG-4T schematic. 

Two subcarriers may be used when stereo is not being transmitted 
For example, a background music channel might be broadcast on 
67 kHz and a network program might be relayed on 41 kHz. In 
some instances three subcarriers have been simultaneously applied 
to an FM transmitter. 

V. RADIO REMOTE CONTROL 

The SCG-4T has been designed with full radio (wireless) remote 
control of an FM broadcast transmitter in mind. Examination of 
the schematic will show that there is an extra input to the audio 
section and an extra output from the subcarrier section. These 
extra connections are for use with Moseley Associates, Inc. 
Types II, II/C, and III Radio Remote Control Systems. Opera- 
tion of the FM transmitter by radio remote control is simplified 
because the SCG-4T is prewired to handle both types of telemetry 
(metering) signals D 

When the SCG-4T is used with the Moseley Associates, Inc. 
Type II and II/C Radio Remote Control Systems, it will be 
located at the transmitter site as in a normal installation. The 
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subaudible telemetry (metering) output from the Moseley Associates 
Transmitter Control Unit is connected to the TEL INPUT on the’ 
rear of the Model SCG-4T. In this manner subaudible metering 
tones will modulate the subcarrier with metering information 
which will be received at the studio to operate the metering sys- 
tem in the Studio Control Unit. These metering tones, in the 
20 Hz to 30 Hz range, are about 18 dB below program level and 
will be inaudible on subscribers’ receivers. The tone level can 
be monitored on the SCG-4T deviation meter. The OUTPUT 
LEVEL of the SCG-4T is adjusted as in a normal installation. 

‘. 
When the SCG-4T is used in conjunction with a Moseley Associates,., 
Inc. Type III Radio Remote Control System, it will be located at’ ’ 
the studio. The subcarrier output from the SCG-4T is connecte,d’ 
to one of the multiplex input connectors on a Moseley Associates 1” 
Studio-to-Transmitter Link. Connect the OUTPUT of the SCG-4T 
to the. MXl or MX2 jack on the STL transmitter. Also connect ‘1 
the REF OUTPUT to the Model SPC-1 Subcarrier Phase Com- 
parator. This reference output is needed to phase-detect the - 
metering information which is impressed onto the subcarrier by 
a phase modulation process at the transmitter site. The SCG-4T 
OUTPUT LEVEL control is adjusted for approximately 20% injec- 
tion into the STL transmitter, about 1.5 V P-P, 

VI. FIELD MODIFICATIONS 

If the SCG-4T is to be turned on and off by remote control, the 
simplest method is to ground pin 8 of the muting board to turn 
the subcarrier on, Switch the front-panel subcarrier switch to 
OFF. Pin 8 of the muting board also appears on the subcarrier 
control switch which may offer easier access for such a field 
modification. Grounding this point with a relay operated by the 
remote control system will turn on the subcarrier. The point 
may be brought out through an unused type BNC connector on the 
rear of the unit, or a small connector may be added to the rear 
of the SCG-4T. 

Some multiplex receivers are designed for 150 microsecond de- 
emphasis. If the Model SCG-4T is to be changed from the 
standard 75 microsecond to 150 microsecond response, capacitor 
C3 should be changed from 0.1 microfarad to 0.22 microfarad. 
Flat response, without pre- emphasis y is available by removing C3. 
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If the muting system seems to have too much sensitivity for a 
particular application, the gain of the muting amplifier may be 

decreased by increasing the value of the gain-controlling resistor 

R39. Conversely, decreasing the value of R39 will increase the 

muting amplifier sensitivity . 

The subcarrier-envelope rise and fall times are controlled by 
timing capacitor C20. Lowering this capacitor value will shorten 
both the rise and fall times. Increasing the capacitor value will 
lengthen both rise and fall times. Notice that this capacitor does 
NOT affect the muting delay time. Rather, it only affects the 

subcarrier envelope shape. 

If the subcarrier frequency is changed significantly, as for ex- 

ample from 67 kHz to 41 kHz, certain changes must be made 
to the equipment. One such change is the changing of the 
oscillator timing capacitors CA and CB. A second change 
involves changing values in the low-pass filter including LA, 
LB, and related capacitors. Consult the factory for the proper 

values of components to be used for the new frequency. 

The frequency of the SCG-4T can be most conveniently monitored 

by connecting a frequency monitor to the REF OUT jack on the 
rear of the chassis. Subcarrier output will appear at this jack 
whenever the normal output is avilable, but at a higher level. 
Although the circuit impedance is very low at this connector, it 
should not be loaded with a low or reactive load, or incidental 
amplitude modulation may be generated. If the REF OUT jack 
already has a connection made to it in a Moseley Associates, 

Inc., Type III Radio Remote Control System, then a BNC “T” 
connector will enable the frequency meter to be bridged across 

the R.EF OUT jack. When using a digital frequency counter, use 
a minimum gate time of 0. 1 second. 

Calibration of the front-panel dB meter is arbitrary. It is 
suggested that the calibration control, R 15, be adjusted so that 
0 dB deflection occurs at a subcarrier deviation of *6 kHz as 
illustrated in Figure 15A 1009. 
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APPENDIX I 

Frequency Lock of Model SCG-4T 
with 

TV HorizontalSync Pulse 

When the SCG-4T is used to multiplex the aural channel of a 
television signal, operation on 63 kHz (the fourth harmonic 
of the horizontal sync rate) is highly recommended. This 
enables synchronization of the SCG-4T oscillator to the hori- 
zontal sync pulses available in the television station. 
Synchronization is necessary if the possibility of a beat note 
between the 63 kHz subcarrier frequency and the fourth harmonic 
of the 15,750 Hz sweep rate in the multiplex receiver is to 
be avoided. 

A very simple method of synchronization has been devised to 
enable the SCG-4T to be locked to the TV station's horizontal 
5 microsecond pulse distribution system. Drawing 91A-6210 
shows the modification&f the SCG-4T. Basically, the 5 micro- 
second pulse is applied.:along with the audio and DC frequency- 
control voltage to the modulated oscillator. The amplitude of 
this pulse is adjusted so as to just barely synchronize the 
SCG-4T oscillator. This will cause the distortion in the demod- 
ulated SCA subcarrier to increase from about .4% up to approxi- 
mately 2%, but this is considered permissible. The lock-in range 
is about 100 Hz under these conditions, which is sufficient to 
hold the SCG-4T in sync for long periods of time. 

A small amount of the SCG-4T subcarrier will be fed back into 
the horizontal 5 microsecond line. This will be in the vicinity 
of 35 db to 45 db below the 2 volt level of the line. Should this 
be considered excessive, it is recommended that a separate distri- 
bution amplifier output be supplied to drive the SCG-4T. This 
line should be terminated since the sync input to the SCG-4T is of 
high impedance. The load presented to the sync distribution line 
will be about 500 pf. 

The 5 microsecond sync pulse from the TV sync distribution amplifier 
is applied to the properly labelled BNC connector on the rear of 
the SCG-4T. Measure this pulse and be sure it is between 2 and 4 
volts peak. With the modulation control on the SCG-4T set at min- 
imum, carefully lock the SCG-4T frequency with the fourth harmonic 
of the horizontal sync rate. This can be done most easily by 
adjusting the frequency control on the SCG-4T front panel with the 
aid of an SCA receiver tuned to 63 kHz. Program material can now 
be applied. Periodic checking of the SCG-4T frequency should be 
done to assure that no beat notes will occur. 

Should the sync pulse be lost, the SCG-4T will run free and will 
probably remain within a subaudible beat of the proper frequency 
for moderate lengths of time. 
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